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Rayleigh's
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having
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number
ofdegrees
of
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tOtheproblem
ofcoupling
ofsubsystems
in a complicated
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in ordertoprobe
the
regions
of applicability
of the approach
to vibrationanalysis
usuallyknownasstatistical
energyanalysis
(SEA).The classical
methodhasadvantages
of simplicityand rigoroverprevious
approaches
to the
background
ofSEAin certaincases,
andprovides
extensions
andsimplifications
in several
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to SEA modeling
strategy
depending
on thetypeof coupling
involved,
even

whenthatcoupling
isweak,sothatearlier
analyses
mightbethought
toapply.
PACSnumbers:
43.45.Bk,43.45.Fq,43.40.At

tendingthis scopeare discussedextensively in Lord

INTRODUCTION

A great number of papers have been written with the
aim, at least in part, of investigating the scope of validity of the approach to vibration problems which is
commonly called statisticalenergy analysis (SEA). Be-

fore addingto this literature, some apologyand explanation is perhaps called for.

First we must recall the

basic issue. We considera complicatedstructure
whichfor somereasonwe wish to regard as madeup of
a number of simpler substructures, coupledtogether in
someway. The problemof vibration analysisfor such
a structure is in principle amenable to exact calculation, but in practice exact studies of realistic structures are only possible for the lowest few vibration

modes. If we are to make useful progress; we must
therefore take the formal exact expressions for the vi-

brational responseof the structure to specifieddriving
forces, and approximatethese in some way to produce
useful informationfrom reasonablysimple calculations.
The SEA aPProachto the problem of vibration analysis
for suchstructures involvesadoptingone particular
point of view, and thus making approximationsof a certain general type. It is supposedthat energy in the
form

of vibration

in the structure

behaves in the same

way as energy in the form of heat:

it diffuses from one

substructure to another at a rate proportional to the

difference in "temperature" of the substructures, and
it is dissipated internally in each substructure at a rate
proportional to the temperature of that substructure.

The SEA approach,whenappliedappropriately, gives a
very simple means of predicting the distribution of
mean-square vibration amplitudes among the substructures in response to a known pattern of external driving:
once we have measured

or calculated

the various

con-

stants of proportionality, we have only to solve a few
simple simultaneousequations representing the power
balance for the various subsystems.

A major theoretical problem of SEA is thus to investigate the approximations implicit in these two fundamental assumptions, and the extent to which they are

justified in various practical situations. The assumption that the rate of internal dissipation of energy is
proportional to the kinetic energy of the substructure is
a familiar idealization; its scope and the method of ex-
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Rayleigh's
famousbookTheTheoryof Sound
• (Chaps.
4 and5). In Rayleigh'slanguage,it amountsto assuming that the dis,sipation function is simultaneouslydiagonalizable with the kinetic and potential energy func-

tions. Rayleighshowsthatthis assumption
doesnot
lead to seriousproblemsprovidedthe dampingis small,
as it usually is in practical problems. We shall be content to make this first assumption: our main object is to
study in some detail the secondassumption•

Previous studies of the secondSEA assumption, that
the rate of power flow betweensubstructuresis proportional to the difference in their energies, have used
model systems ranging from the very special to the
fairly general. These studies have generally shown
that in the limit of weak coupling the proportionality re-

lation is always a goodapproximation. As the coupling
becomes stronger the relation holds true exactly in

certain special circumstances, and more or less approximately in others. The fact that such similar behavior has been found in a variety of models suggests
that there might be some simple and general results
underlying it. However, the normal method of treatment in previous studies does not seem to the present
author to be especially appropriate to a search for any
such simple and general results, whereas the method
outlined here, based again on Chaps. 4 and 5 of Ray-

leigh's Theory of Soundseems more promisingfor
manyapplications. Somerather general stat6ments
about the scope of the proportionality resttit emerge
quite easily from this approach. This simplicity increases insight into the meaning of the approximations
made. It seems likely that the method might lend

self to finding more such results: this account is only
a preliminary description covering the simplest application of the method. In particular, in this initial exposition we deal only with couplingbetween subsystems
which are structures: coupling between a structure and
its surrounding fluid requires a somewhat different
treatment, for reasons which will be touched on in Sec.
V.

Familiarity

with the conventional treatment of the ba-

sis of the SEA assumptionsis not likely to be of great
help in understanding the treatment given here. (This
is not to decry the conventionaltreatment, but simply
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means that the account given here is reasonably self-

contained.) Somediscussionof how the present ap-

three functions: the potential energy, the kinetic energy, and the dissipation function or rate of loss of ener-

proach compares with the conventional treatment is

gy.

given at various points, but usually after an exposition
of the proposed method. Had Rayleigh considered our
problem in his book, he would only have needed perhaps

be written as a symmetric,
form:

a few pages to present this entire discussion. However,
to give an account in isolation we must first be remind-

ed of some aspects of his general formulation. The
forbearance of the reader is asked if he is already familiar

with

this formulation.

This report is not concerned in the main with the statistical aspects of SEA. The aim is instead to clarify
the circumstances under which the two underlying assumptions described above are true. There are two aspects to this study. One is to show how the present formulation can yield the well-known exact results of Lyon

andMaidanik
2 andLyonandScharton,
s as well as an interesting extension to them. It is, of course, of some
interest before resorting to approximate treatments to
chart the scope of usefulness of exact studies. The
other aspect of this study, more significant in practice,
is to seek wider conditions under which the assumptions
are approximately satisfied. It turns out that such conditions are quite commonly achieved, but that the usual

SEA method of proceeding from the basic assumptions
to obtain useful statistical predictions needs to be modified under some circumstances, which are elucidated.
I. FORMULATION

The method we use is a simple application of the general theory of vibration

of linear viscoelastic

bodies.

It will be recalled that the definition4 of such a material

Within linear theory, each of these functions can

positive-definite

quadratic

define

potential energy =q' Vq;

(1)

kineticenergy= •' T•I;

(2)

dissipation
function=•'F•,

(3)

and

where • is the vector of time derivatives of the coordinates, prime (') denotestranspose, and V, T, andF
are all NxN real, symmetric matrices.
To treat vibration problems, we usually want to
transform to what Rayleigh called normal coordinates,
now often

called

normal

modes.

These

are

a new set of

coordinates made up of linear combinations of the original ones, chosen to make the matrices T and V both diagonal, and thus to make the kinetic and potential energies into sums of squares.

It is a standard result of

linear algebra that we can always choose coordinates in
this way to simultaneously diagonalize two real, symmetric matrices. However, it cannot, in general, be
done for three matrices simultaneously. This makes a
thorough treatment of the dissipation function rather
messy, and we will be content to make sweeping assumptions about the form of the dissipation function to
explore the issues in question.

Of course, the normal modes have a simple physical
interpretation: they are the spatial configurations wt,
r=l,"'
,N in which the system, in the absence of

is that it is one whose behavior can be modeled by a
microstructure consisting entirely of linear elements-springs, masses, and dashpots. The theory treats sys-

tems having a finite number of degrees of freedom via
matrix methods, rather than using continuous normal
mode

functions

as the basis

of discussion.

It is fre-

quently forgotten that this is the formulation used to
demonstrate many general results now taken for granted, such as stationarity of the Rayleigh quotient and the
various reciprocity theorems.

I

The assumption of a finite number of degrees of freedom

does

not restrict

the usefulness

of the results.

The limit in which such a discrete system tends to a
continuous system is generally very well-behaved in
situations of interest. In any case, a real body has in
fact only a finite number of atoms, so that in the last
analysis a treatment assuming a finite number of de-

grees of freedom is perhaps more appropriate than one
based on the continuum hypothesis!
The first step in the formulation is to choose a set of
generalized

coordinates

which are sufficient

a given configuration of the system.

to describe

For purposes of

visualization, it is convenientto use the ordinary position coordinates

of the elemental

masses

of which

our

finite-degree-of-freedom model is composed. Call
these coordinates qi, q2, ßßß, qt•, or in vectorial form q.
Now we know from Lagrange's method that the dynamical behavior of the system is completely specified by
1696
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Subsystem I

Coupling

Subsystem 2

FIG. 1. Two finite-degree-of-freedom mechanical systems
are coupled together via a single extra degree of freedom,
correspondingto movement in one direction oniy of the mass
m which is restrained by the spring $. For simplicity oniy
the elastic structures are shown: dashpots are omitted. The
coupling can be made weak in a number of ways, the one we
discuss first being to make the spring S very strong compared
with the other springs in the system. The systems can be
completely decoupled by letting S become infinitely stiff. As
an example of realistic coupled subsystems which can be represented in discrete form like this,

consider two sections

of cylinder separated by a rib; ff in the frequency range of

interest the•ringof rib hadjust oneresonance,its motion
cotfidbe adequatelydescribedby a single degree of freedom
representingthe corresponding
modeshape. We wouldcertatniy expect that such a resonance in the coupling would have
a significant effect on power flow between the subsystems.
J. Woodhouse:An approachto statisticalenergyanalysis
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damping,canvibrateregularlywithqr= w,e/,•tfor all
r.

diagonalized, leaving the form

There is a characteristic frequency o• associated

with each mode, the set of these frequencies being given by the roots of the equation

det(V- o.•T)= 0.

(4)

Having found these frequencies, the mode corresponding to a given frequency •o is given by solving the set of
simultaneous equations

Vw- o•r• = 0,

(5)

The matrix T is still diagonal, of course, and it is
convenient for riorational simplicity if at this stage we
scale

each of our individual

coordinates

to absorb

the

forthevector
wWhose
components
arew,. When

square root of the corresponding diagonal element of T

damping is present, the system still has a set of characteristic frequencies, now complex, given by the roots

elements of each submatrix of If are then just the
squared-frequency eigenvalues of that subsystem, that

of

so that T reduces to the identity matrix.

The diagonal

is the roots for •oI of Eq. (5) for that subsystemß
det(V+ i•oF- 0J2T)= 0.

(6)

However,in this casethecharacteristicfrequencies

An interesting fact is now apparent: with these forms
of the matrices T and V, we can no longer tell that we

are not naturally associated with a mutually orthogonal

startedwith twosubsystems
coupledtog.ether.All we

set of configurations like the normal coordinates of the
no-damping case.

have is the general form for a system to which one extra degree of freedom has been added. This means that
our ordering of the coordinates is no longer useful,

We now examine

the form

of these matrices

for the

simplest example of coupling: consider the situation

illustrat,ed in Fig. 1, in which two subsystemsare coupled together via a single degree of freedom. In this
case, the potential energy matrix If takes the form
shown schematically

as

since the current order reflects the two-subsystem
structureß A more natural way to order the coordinates is to put the new degree of freedom first, and
sort the others so that the remaining diagonal elements
are in ascending order. If then takes the form

'A a• a• ß
ai

kl

(7)
where we have ordered the coordinates qr such that
r = 1,..., n - I correspond to the degrees of freedom of
subsystem 1, q, corresponds to the coupling degree of
freedom, and r =, + 1,..., N correspond to the degrees
of freedom of subsystem 2. The kinetic energy matrix
T will obviously be diagonal if we have described the
three degrees of freedom of each component mass by

Cartesian coordinates(or indeedany other orthogonal
coordinates). The dissipationmatrix we are goingto
treat in a rather cavalier

manner in any case, so we

will not follow its fate in' detail at this stage.

Ourdimis todiscuss
powerflowbetween
thetwosubsystems through the coupling.

Before we can do this,

we need a clear definition of what we mean by the separate subsystems. There are various possibilities, and
we choose one which is physically appealing and which

ß
whereA and a, {r=l,...
,N- 1) describe the spring
strengthsof the couplingelements, and X, (r= 1,... ,N
- 1) are the squares of the natural frequencies of the
blocked system in ascending order.

T is still the iden-

tity matrix.

Before proceeding to analyze the behavior arising
from this form of the potential energy matrix, we
should note that generalization of the formulation to

cope with the case of coupling of any number of subsystems through any number of degrees of freedom is very

straightforward.

All that happens is that we introduce

a coordinate to describe each degree of freedom in-

is a variant of one often used in SEAS: we define our

volved in the coupling mechanism, and perform the
same sequence of manipulations of the matrices as

separate subsystemsto be those which result from de-

above.

couplingby iramobilizingor "blocking"the coupling
point, in this case by making the spring S infinitely

coordinates to put the eigenvalues in ascending order,

stiff. In Sec. V we discuss briefly the implications of
this type of blocking, and how it compares with the
more

usual

SEA

definition.

The result is that after once again ordering the

our matrix V is of exactly the form (7), but with the
single row and column of coupling elements replaced by
bands of coupling elements.
Now we should note that any structure-structure

The natural way to describe these subsystems is then
to transform

to the normal

coordinates

of the blocked

subsystems,
essentiallyas doneby Lyons andothers.
This results in the two square submatrices of If being
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cou-

pling can be modeled in this way in terms of a finite
number of degrees of freedom, as emphasized by Hayleigh. The implication is that when formulated in this
way, the general problem of coupling together' any hum-
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ber of structural subsystems by any number and type of
structural coupling elements is the same, regardless of
whether we are talking of two subsystems coupled in a

complicatedway or many subsystemscoupledin simpler ways. The information aboutthe number of subsystems is hidden in the details of the bands of coupling
elements in the potential energy matrix. We thus do
not necessarily have to treat separately, as has been

done in the past, the problems of power flow between
two arbitrarily coupled systems and of power sharing
amongmany systems--the two problems are formally
identical. Also, once we have studied our simplest example of coupling throughone degree of freedom in sufficient detail, the process of adapting the analysis to
more general cases should be reasonably straightforward.

allowing additional degrees of freedom in the coupling

structure, which the conventional method does not do,
in contrast to the present approach. Gyrostatic coupling seems to lmve no relevance to structure-structure coupling.

We can already see disadvantagesto this approach.
It is more complicated and yet less physically graspable and in some ways less general than ours. Whereas we can describe completely all physically realizable
structural coupling in terms of elements of just one

matrix (the potentialenergy), Eq. (9) introducesthree
matrices. For any given application of our approach,
for example,to a plate and rib structure, we can readily
imagine a finite-degree-of-freedom approximation to
the structure to which our model would correspond ex-

actly. (Not that one would constructsucha model ex-

Before we apply this formulation based on the classical work of Rayleigh, we note for comparison the conventional SEA formulation of the problem. There are

many references for this approach, perhaps the most

authoritativebeingLyon'srecenttextbook.
S We take
the formulation of Lyon's Sec. 3.2 "Energy exchangein
multidegree-of-freedom Systems," but we adapt his notation for consistency.

We imagine two continuous systems coupled together
in some way. We treat these initially in much the same
way as above, that is to say we describe them in terms

of normal modesof the blockedsubsystems(but notice
that we are using a slightly different definition of block-

plicitly, of course, in applying the SEA methods which
rest on the considerations given here: the issue is
rather to know in advance whether a particular application of SEA does come within the area covered by the .

theoretical discussion.) However, given the same
physical system, it is hard to see how one could, even
in principle, identify all the terms of the three matrices
of Eq. (9) to relate the model to general calculations.
The result is that in our approach any approximations
we may make will at least be explicit, and therefore
analyzable, whereas in the conventionalSEA treatment
one starts with an equation which is itself approximate
in a rather ill-defined way.

ing than Lyon, as will be discussedlater). The first

II.

difference is that these normal modes are now contin-

FLOW PROPORTIONALITY

uousrather thandiscrete. If we call themv,(x) and
win(x)for the two subsystems,respectively, then the

are

+ r.v.=F.

(8)

and a similar equation for the modes win, where F. is
the external driving force applied to the nth mode, and

5. and I'. describe the internal damping and squared

frequencyof that mode. We now"unblock"the systems,
and we suppose that the nth mode of one subsystem
"feels" the modes of the other subsystem according to
an assumed

form

•2v•
+5•v.+F.v.=F•+
E •2w•,
G aw•'
+E s.,•w,. (9)
and a similar set of equations for the modes w,•, where
three matrices of coupling terms are introduced and

named as follows: the term in M.• is called "mass coupling," the term in Ga.,is called "gyroscopic coupling,"
and the term in S.• is called "spring coupling." (However, we may note that the classical term for this form

of couplingis "gyrostatic,"1'6surely a better term since
"gyroscopic"has other connotations.) It is not clear to
the present author how one can claim to allow "mass
coupling" and "spring coupling"simultaneouslywithout
1698
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CONDITION

FOR THE POWER-

RELATIONSHIP

We nowapplyour formulationto the power-flowprob-

differential equations governing the behavior in time of
these modal displacements in the blocked subsystems

a2v"
+5

A NECESSARY

lem. We are seeking to relate power flow between the
two subsystems to the difference of their energies. It
is clear from the formulation that any such result cannot refer to the subsystems as such, since the form of

V shownin Diag. (iI) conceals the fact that we started
with two subsystems: it shows only one system to which
one extra degree of freedom has been added. Notice also that although the matrix V contains coupling terms
between the coordinates, T iS diagonal so that it is

meaningful to talk about"the" kinetic energy associated
with a particular

coordinate.

The total kinetic energy

is simply the sum of squares of velocity responses of
the separate coordinates. For brevity we may refer to
"the energy of the coordinate." The only possible resuit which we can now seek relates to power flow be-

tween pairs of our coordinates describing the blocked
modes, whether we choose two modes from the same
subsystem or one from each subsystem.

In other

words, coupling mixes energy among the modes of either individual subsystem just as much as it mixes it between subsystems.

We therefore

seek conditions under

which power flow in the coupled system between two of
our coordinates is proportional to the difference of energy between those two coordinates.
Such results relating to power flow between blocked modal coordinates
are of course just what have been previously discussed;

for example, Refs. 2, 3, and 5. Havingestablished
• conditions under which this proportionality

is exactly

or approximately true, we then return in Sec. V to a
J. Woodhouse:An approachto statisticalenergyanalysis
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discussion of the implications fdr actual power flow between the two subsystems, involving many modes.

IlowwiUsimplyadd(i.e., nocrosstermsaregenerated), and the necessaryconditionbecomessufficient.
This remains

In order to tackle the power-flow problem we first
derive a simple necessary condition for the proportionality result to be true, leaving the question of sufficiency for the moment. Consider the two situations il-

lustrated in Figs. 2(a) and(b), in which one coordinate
only is externaIly driven and we examine the resulting
energy balance between that coordinate and another one

whena steadystate has been reached. In case (a) the

true if we now drive all the coordinates

the system: if all these driving forces are statisticaily
independentof each other, then power flow betweenany

pair of coordinateswill be proportionalto their energy
difference if condition (14) is satisfied.

The extent to

which such an assumption of independentdriving forces
is satisfied in practice will vary from problem to problem, but we do not pursue the question here.-

We can convenientlyexpressthe condition(14) in

power-baiance equation for the coordinate q which is

terms of the admittance matrix of the system.

not being externally driven is simply

•',• - •,oE,= 0,

of

(10)

The ad-

miRaacematrix Yp,(w)is the velocityresponseof coordinateq to a force of theform et• appliedto coordinate

in {henotationdefinedin the figure andcaption(where

p. For simplicity we consider the case in which each

we have assumed the dissipation matrix to be diagonal,

external driving force is random, with a spectrum
which is fiat in the region of interest--this is the nor-

as will be explainedin more detail in Sec. HI), so that

realassumption
in SEAinvestigations.For case(a),

if

= %(z,- e,),
for some constant •,

(11)

we imagine applyingsuch a random force with a spec-

trumof unitmagnitude:
thetotalenergyE• is then
s
just

then

E,=f [Y,}(½o){Zd•o•

Similarly for case (b), we require

%

- E,,').

(la)

(15)

and the energy of the other coordinate is

Thus, for these two situations to yield the same propor-

tionaiityconstant(i. e, c%= •o), we require

=,x,s//(E,' - s;),

(14)

which is the necessary condition for the proportionaltry
result between a pair of our coordinates.

All integrals run from zero to infinity. For case
we apply a similar random force to coordinate q, obtaining

=f

What is needed to turn this necessary condition into a

sufficientcondition? This is a complicatedquesUonin
general, and for this preliminary account of the genera/
methodwe will be content to note only the simplest an-

swer,as usuallydonein thepast.z,sj If thedriving
forces, and thus the responses, in the two cases of Fig.

2 (a) and (b) are statistically independent,thenwe may
superimpose the two situations and drive both coordinates at once, and the contributions to power and power

(17)

and

Ep'
= f {Yo(co)[ad•o.

(18)

But transfer admittances have the well-known reciprocal property

= yo(o),

(19)

so that

=

(20)

Thus our condition (14) now reads

= - do)
f,
Ip
(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Power flows and energies associated with two coordinates of our model. In case (a) coordiuatep is driven, power

beinginjectedat a rate I{, The resultingenergiesof the two
coordinates
are E} andE•, andthe internallossesassociated
with the coordinates are proportional to these energies with

proportionallEyconstantsA} and A•. The power flow between

the coordinates
is T•.

In case(b) the situationis reversed,

and all the variables acquire primes to denote this.
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(It is not claimed, of course, that the application of reciprocity to SEA results is new: see,for example)Ref.
5. However, the precise use made of it here and in the
next section does not seem to have appeared in print before. )
Ill. THE SCOPE OF EXACT RESULTS ON POWER
FLOW
We

now consider

under

what

circumstances

the condi-

tion (21) can be satisfied. In this section we probe the
rather restricted

conditions under which it is exactly

J.Woodhouse:
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satisfied, and then in Sec. IV we make use of these exact results to provide useful approximations in the more

with the condition (21), we deducethat our conditionfor
the power flow proportionality relation may be written

general case. We first give a simple and general argument which is sufficient to show that (21) is satisfied
under all conditions for which existing exact results ap-

ply, as well as for a significantlymoregeneralclassof
problems. Only then do we need to evaluate the admit[ance matrix explicitly for our model, to calculate the
proportionalfry constanta•q. We shall thus provide
demonstrations

of the well-known

results of Lyon and

Maidanik
2 relatingto powerflow betweentwooscillators, andof LyonandScharton
s relatingto manyidentical oscillators, which are greatly simpler than the

sums in (27) become null. Thus we deduce that the power flow proportionality relation is satisfied exactly for
power flow between two oscillators connectedby any
conservative coupling. This includes the case investi-

gatedby Lyon andMaidanik,a but also goessignificantly

original calculations.
We first note a result,

This condition is trivially satisfied under certain circumstances. If there are only two coordinates, then the

discussed by Lyon in a differ-

ent context(Ref. 5, p. 32) andpointedout to the author
by Dr. C. Hodges,
? relatingto the total rate of power

beyond it.

tors, identically coupled. Since for two such oscillators p and q

injection H into the complete system when driven on
one coordinate only. This is simply the mean of the

Y•,(½o)
= Yo•(•o)

productof driving forcef(t) there and the velocity responsev(t) of that coordinate:

II = •

f(t)v(t)
dr.

(22)

But we can express v(t) as the convolutionoff(t) with
the Green's function (impulse response)g(t) of the system at that coordinate,

II =•

so that

f(t•f(•-)g(tT)dtdT,

(23)

i.e.,

is clearly true for any other oscillator r, we see that

the condition (27) is again trivially satisfied.

Thus we

have proved with minimal algebra all previous exact
results on the proportionality relation. It is of course
no criticism

of the earlier

results that they were

rived more long-windedly: this made them no less
true. However, it is surely instructive to see these
results in the new light of this simple derivation.
While

the bald statement

that the two-oscillator

result

remains true for the more general case may not seem
very impressive, this does represent a significant ad-

for poor results from SEA predictions in some
(24)reason
situations is that if the coupling mechanism has degrees

where

of freedom, but not enough to treat as another statistical group, this might impair the validity of the funda-

.A(t)= •

f(T)/(•--t)d•

(25)

is the autocorrelation of the forcef(t).

But ill(t) is a random force, A(t) will be a delta function'5(0, or in practice a narrow spike approximatinga
delta function. Thus the only aspect of the system behavior which influences power injection is the behavior

of the Green'.sfunctiong(t) at t = 0+, whichis well
known to be a jump whose magnitude is the inverse of
the mass at the driving point. Since all our coordinate
masses are scaled to unity, this says that the rate of
power injection II when driving any one coordinate is independent of which coordinate is driven, and also independent of damping constants.

Thuswe deducethat the totalpowerdissipatedby the
whole system when one coordinate is driven is indepen-

dent of coordinate and damping factors, so that in the
notation of the previous section
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result for flow between two oscillators coupled through

a third remains true, even in the case of the"'triple coincidence" when all three oscillators when uncoupled
would have the same frequencies. SEA predictions may
well be less accurate in such cases, but the reason is

presumably to be sought in the statistical properties of
the ensemble average which must be taken to produce
the SEA model of a multimodal system. We discuss in
Sec. V how conventional SEA modeling can be modified
to deal with such coupling resonances.
•efore

considering whether there are any more exact

results, we calculate the proportionality constant
for the two-oscillator problem for which we have just

provedthe proportionalityresult. To do this, we must
First, we must add to our existing forms for the kinetic
and potential energy matrices a specification of the dis-

(26)

for any pair of coordinates p and q. Combining this

mentalSEA assumptionaboutpowerflow. [This point
hasbeentouchedonby Smith,a althoughapparentlythat
authordid notintendthe implicationdrawnhere.s]
However, we see that this is not so: for example, the

evaluate the admittance matrix Y,• for our model.

r•

1700

(28)

vanceon the earlier result. It is possible
s thatone

T

II--J•o
g(t)A(t)dt,

The other existing exact result is that due to

LyonandScharton,
s for a numberof identicaloscilla-

sipation matrix F. Since our condition (21) already contains tacit assumptionsthat this dissipation matrix is
diagonal and that there is no dissipation associated with
the coupling degree of freedom, the most general relevant

form

is
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where Aj (j=l,...,N--

'0

0

0 0 '"

0 2•,•

0

0

0

1) are the sameas thoseused

above in Fig. 2 and ensuing calculations.

Now, from Lagrange'sequations
for the system,1 it is

0 '"

not hard to see that the admittance matrix is given by

2a2 0 '"
(29)

0

0

0

0

'"

2A.V=l
1

•A-mco
2
a1

X•+ 2iw•,1- w2
,

I% = ico(v•q
+ ico1%•
- co2
• -1= ico

(30)

aN-!

where we have introduced

the factor

m for the mass of

for the various values of p and q we can make use, as

the couplingdegree of freedom: this is a temporary departure from our previous notationwhere all masses

does Lyon, of the remarkable tabulated values of inte-

grals of this form dueto G.R. Maclane.t0 We first do

were normalized out, but we shah soon want to consider the case m = 0 to check our method against that of

case of general m and since it reduces our model to a

Lyon.andMaidanik.

case of that consideredby Lyon and MMdanik (who

this for the case m = 0 since it is much simpler than the

treated blocking in a different way and did not allow degrees of freedom in the coupling, as we shall discuss in

This matrix is sufficiently simple that its inverse
may be written downby the method of cofactors. We
consider only the case N =3; as we shall see later, we
are not interested in the case of general 3• here.

Sec. V). This yields

Thus

consider

I•_mw
2 a1 a221
q

Y•(CO)
= ico a!

+ as[al
a+ a:• - als• +Aa(>`1
-

Xl+ 2iwA
1- co2

(31)

+ 4A&s(al
+ as)(A>`
! - al:)

+ 24(>`t
- >`s)(at:
- asS)]

(35)

and
Hence

¾•(co)
= [ico(A
- mco•)(x2
+ 2icoa:
- cob- a:S]/D,

(32)

Y12
(w)= icoala:/D,

(33)

(36)

and

where

where

the determinant

D = (A- rnw:)(>`
s+ 2iwA:- w2)(Xl
+ 2iwA1- co2)

- 312
(>`:+ 2ico•x
s- co:)
- a:S
(>`l+ 2iwA1
--CO:). (34)
Y•Sis of courseobtained
from Yn byinterchanging
1's

From these results it is apparent that the necessary

and2's. Yl2is symmetricin 1's and2's as expected.
Now in order

condition(21) is satisfied exactly by this model, con-

to calculate

firming our general result in this ease. We can then
calculate the value for the constant of proportionality in
the power-flow relation to obtain
I

(38)
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We can nowrestore m in the expressionsfor
and again use the tabulated values for the integrals for

the more general case in which the coupling degree of
freedom is fully accounted for. As the expressions for

the integrals for this case (in which the determinant D
is 6th order in w) are rather messy, the calculations

the problem approximately, ignoring dissipation entirely at first, [hen allowing for it in a rather ad hoc
way later. This approach represents a valid approximation under most circumstances when dissipation is
small, as it usually is in practice. The method involves calculating the normal modes of the coupled sys-

are hard to do by hand. However, the problem lends
itself to computer symbolic manipulation. Thus the algebra language CAMAL on the Cambridge University IBM

tem.

370/165 was used, and the result confirmed that the
condition (21) is still exactly satisfied in this more gen-

V in the form shownin Eq. (7). If we call the eigenvalues /xr, r=l,...
,N then the rth eigenvector has compo-

eral case.

nents

The individual expressions analogous to

Eqs. (35)-(38) are rather toolongto be worth repro-

This turns out to be very easy.

Since T is just

the identity matrix, we see from Eq. (5) that we have
merely to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of

x• =- (xgas/Xt
- p,.), j = 1,..., N,

(40)

ducing here, but we use part of the computed results in
the next two sections, when we extract weak-coupling

in terms of the component
x•, representingthe amount

approximations from them.

of movement in the •th mode of the coupling point. The

Having seen that the power flow condition (27) is satisfied exactly for certain cases, it is natural to ask
whether

this exact

result

extends

to more

cases:

we

show by a simple argument that this is not so, at least
for

the most

natural

extension

within

our formulation.

Suppose we add one more row and column to the matrix

of Eq. (36), introducingks, as, andas in the obvious
way. Now if the condition(27) were satisfied exactly
for power flow between any two of the three coordinates

of this system, it is easy to see that the three quantities

with p • q would all have to be equal.

But this condition

cannot be satisfied identically: from the expression

(30) for Y•qwe obtain

f [Y•.(øø)lSdw=%•a•2
f •-•(•-•,
w2dw

(39)

magnitude of this component is fixed by normalizing the
eigenvector in the usual way so that the sum of squares
of its components is unity: this yields
J __

(41)

•-- 1+ .(x•-•,.)•)
The eigenvalue equation for the values •, is

A-•=• /tja/
-/_tr '

(42)

The physical interpretation of these eigenvectors and
eigenvalues is straightforward.
The new eigenvalues
•t, are known to interleave one for one the old eigenvalues •%, according to a general theorem given by Ray-

leigh.1 (Thisbehavioris alsocalledthe"Sturmsequenceproperty.") In the caseof weakcoupling,we
shall see shortly that there is just one p, very close to
each X,, as again we would expect since weak coupling
should not move the mode frequencies much. Now each
eigenvector is dominated by the contribution from the
coordinate corresponding to the value X• which is clos-

with

B(w)
=(•.•,
+2io•A•
--W
2)(Xo
+2iwA•
--•2)/A
- m•
2
•12

•22

+ (• +2iw•,t
- w•)+ (• + 2iw%
- w•)

est to p•, and there are decreasing contributions to the
eigenvector .from coordinates corresponding to frequencies further and further from /•r. This is the source of
the power flow between coordinates which we are seeking to study: when we exci•e one coordinate with some

external driving force, the modes of the coupled system
which are acbaally excited each involve a certain

+ (x•+2iCOA•
--W•)'
Thus if we consider the case in which at, say, tends to
zero, two of the three quantities tend to zero without
changing the third, so that they clearly cannot all three
remain equal. Thus exact results analogous to that of

amount

of motion

of all

the other

coordinates.

The expression for •he admittance matrix in terms of
these eigenvectors is well known: it is most familiar in
the statement appropriate to continuous systems with

Lyon and Maidanik do not extend beyond the case of two

normal modes w,(x) and correspondingsquared-fre-

coupledoscillators (since the argument given above is

quency eigenvalues A=, where x refers to position in

not particularly

the system.

special to the case of three oscillators,

but can be readily extended to larger numbers).

The result is then

To

learn about the validity of SEA estimates in realistic
structures we must go on to discuss approximate resuits.

Y(x,
•;w) •

A,- w2 ,

(43)

for the velocity response at the point • to the application

of a force ei'• at pointx. We candirectly translate
IV. APPROXIMATE
TREATMENT
IN TERMS
MODES OF THE COUPLED SYSTEM
The

method

we have

used

in Sec.

HI

to test

OF THE

the neces-

sary condition (21) treated dissipation exactly within a
particular model, in which the dissipation matrix was
assumed diagonal. The method we now develop treats
1702

this expression into the terms of our discrete system,
and the fact
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that our coordinates

are blocked

normal

modes rather than position coordinates does not affect
its validity.

Thus

,wxoa•,aq
L•(•ø)
=• (x•
- •)(x•
- v•)(•- •o•)'
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Since our system is linear, we can superpose contributions to velocity of coordinate q arising from driving all
the coordinatesp in specified ways, and thus we have
now a formal statement of the complete solution to the
problem of the responseof a coupledelastic system to
knownexternal driving (we have not yet taken any accountof dissipation).

Equation(44) is an approximateversion of Eq. (30),
and we should note in what sense it represents an im-

provement
overEq. (30). The essentialthingis that
whenwe evaluate the inverse matrix of (30), we obtain

algebraicexpressionslike Eqs. (32) and (33) whichhave
the determinant (34) in the denominator. As the number
of degrees of freedom is increased, such expressions
rapidly become too large for analytic treatment. Equa-

tion (44) givesa version of theseexpressionsexpanded
in partial fraction form, taking advantage of the fact
that without dissipation the coefficients of that partial

fractionexpansion
are Simplygivenin termsof thecoupled modes, which in turn are easy to write down. It is
much easier to use this partial fraction series than it is
to approximate the exact expressions when we want to
study particular cases.

tional SEA approach compared with the present ap-

proach: sincethe conventional
approachis
entirely in terms of the eigenfunctionsof the blocked
subsystems, it can never tell us anythingabout how
much the coupling points themselves move. We on the
other hand explicitly recognize that the act of blocking
reduces the number of degrees of freedom of the sys-

tem, and we assign new coordinates to these degrees of
freedom when we unblock the constraint.

Now, when

applying the theory we obviouslyneed some way of determining in practice the proportionaltry constant

of Eq. (11), or more properly the averaged value of.this
appropriate to a statistical discussionof power flow
when many modes are involved. Various methods for

doingthishavebeendiscussed,
ll butnooneappearsto
have discussed

the most obvious of all because of the

shortcoming in the theoretical background associated
with not explicitly allowing for coupling degrees of freedom. We would surely expect the power flow through

the couplingelements to be related to the movementof
those elements, since it is this movement which is zero
for the blocked subsystems, and is small for weak cou-

pling. In our formulation, we see quite explicitly that
the strength of coupling, in the weak-coupling approximation, is measured by the movement of the coupling

As the first and most important case, we consider the
simplified forms of Eqs. (41), (42), and (44) which

point[xr
0 in Eq. (46)]. In thesameequation
(46)we see

arise from an assumption of weak coupling. There are
various ways in which weak coupling can be modeled in

the basis of another method of measuring coupling
strength, by eigenvalue shift produced by the coupling:

our system, but we shall initially

this is related to the measureintroducedby Newland
lz
anddiscussedfurther by subsequent
workers.li We re-

discuss only the one

which arises when the constant A in matrix (7) is much
larger than all the other terms of that matrix. This

correspondsphysically to the spring'S in Fig. I being

muchstiffer thanother springsin the system. (Wereturn in the next section to other ways in which coupling
can be made weak. ) In that case, the eigenvalue Eq.

(42) reducesapproximatelyto

A = a,'/(k, - {•,),

(45)

so that, as stated above, the frequencies are perturbed
very little by weakly coupling the systems together.
Now, from Eq. (41), we have

x• • (•,- •,)/a,-• a,/A .

(46)

Finally we can write down weak-coupling approxima-

tions to the admittancefrom Eq. (44). We needtwo
different versions of this: the driving-point admittance

(but note that, althoughthis is the conventionalphrase•

it is a somewhatpeculiar use of the word"point" with
our coordinates)Y•(•o) andthe transfer admittance
Y•o(•o)(p•q). These are

Y•(o•)= i•o/(• - •o2)+ O(A-2)

(47)

We now test our necessary condition with these admittance functions calculated for the weak-coupling

case. From Eq. (46) we evaluate the integrals of the
squareddriving point admittances. In doing this and
similar integrals we must take account of the internal
damping of the modes, which up to now we have ignored. An approximate treatment of dampingis simply
to allow the eigenvalues Pr to be complex, with an
imaginary part which must be small for the approximation to be valid.

Thus write

•, = (•, +/•,p,

(40)

where •', is in fact the same quantity as appears in Fig.
2 and the ensuing discussion. It is then a simple exercise to evaluate the integral to obtain
ff

Now we need only note that

f ]Yt,,•(co)12
dco=O(A'2)
,

and

=iaa,/A
+ [(X,- Hq)(•,- •o2)]'1}
+ O(A'Z),

(48)

wherewe haveapproximatedthe series (44) by its dom/nant terms, •'----pfor Eq. (47) and r---p, •':q for Eq.
(48) on the assumptionthat the shift in each eigenvalue

dueto couplingha- t• is muchsmaller than the eigenvalue spacing • -

We now perceive another disadvantageof the conyen-

1703

turn later to consider the usefulness of this approach to
estimating the proportionaltry constant in practice.

J.Acoust.
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(51)

for the result (21) to be seen to be satisfied to dominant
order in weak coupling. The proportionaltry constant

a•, fromEqs. (12), (15), and(16)is then

4a•x•
f IY•(•)l•d•o.

(52)

It is clear from Eq. (52) that our expressionfor a• is
indeed symmetric in p and q, which is the essence of

the necessary condition(14).
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Having seen that to demonstrate the proportionality
result for this particular form of weak coupling requires only very simple calculation, it is not surprising
that we can generalize this result quite easily to the
case where the coupling has many degrees of freedom.
We have noted above, at the end of Sec. I, how the formulation of the problem is modified to take account of
many degrees of freedom: the single row and column of
coupling terms become bands of terms. But we also
noted that one can no longer distinguish directly between two subsystems coupled in a complicated way,
and many subsystems coupled in simpler ways. However, under weak-coupling approximations the results

(50) and (51) are still appropriateif we takeA to represent a typical diagonal term in the potential energy matrix, provided D and q refer to two coordinates which

are directly coupledtogether. (If we have a chain of
subsystems as shown in Fig. 3, we naturally have to do
a little more calculation to discuss power flow between

coordinatesin nonadjacentsystems.) Thus the proportionality result holds true in the limit of weak coupling,
whatever the detailed nature of that coupling, between
pairs of normal coordinates of blocked subsystems
which are directly coupled together, when the driving

forces are statist.icallyindependent.
It is perhaps now natural to ask whether the condition

(14) or (21) canbe satisfiedwhenthe couplingis not
weak, other than in the two-oscillator case already considered.

The first

observation

to make

is that the

weak-coupling approximation given above is quite robust, in the sense that we have approximated the admittance series by their largest terms, and these remain the largest terms for arbitrarily strong coupling-the eigenvalue-interlacing theorem mentioned earlier
guarantees this for the single-degree-of-freedom
coupling case. Thus we would not perhaps expect the resuit to go disastrously wrong when the coupling ceases
to be extremely small.
It is in any case questionable whether one is really in-

terested in SEA-type methods when coupling is very
strong. The SEA equations say that distribution of
mean-square vibration amplitude in a structure is governed by the balance between internal energy loss in the
substructures and energy flow between substructures.
Now, if flow through the couplings is much stronger

than internal loss, then the result is simply approximate equipartition of energy among modes of the substructures, and this will happen with or without a strict

proportionality relation between power flow and energy
differences. Thus strong coupling is only interesting if
internal loss is also high, and then other approxima-

tions we have made will break down, especially our assumed diagonal form of the dissipation function.

V. IMPLICATIONS
WEAK COUPLING

OF VARIOUS

MODELS

OF

In the previous section we found that for the model of
weak coupling represented by Fig. 1 with the spring S
very stiff, a simple argument demonstrates the approxt
imate validity of the power-flow proportionality relation.
This calculation serves as an example of a more general phenomenon: the approximation used can be adapted
to a number of other models of weak coupling. This approximation amounts simply to noting that when coupling is weak, the power flow between two coordinates
is dominated by the direct pathway between those coordinates, so that we can approximate the many-degreeof-freedom problem by a two-degree-of-freedom problem for the purpose of calculating power flow. Since
we have already shown that the proportionality relation
is exactly true for the two-oscillator problem, it is not
surprising that we were able to show readfly that the
relation is approximately true for this weakly coupled
case.

Now the basic meaning of "weak" couplingof any kind
is surely that the rate of power flow from a directly to
an indirectly excited coordinate is small compared with
the rate of power input to that coordinate. Thus it wiII

always be the case, for any type of weak coupling, that
a power-flow pathway from one coordinate to another
via one or more intermediary 'coordinates will carry
less power than the direct pathway, and hence the reduction to a two-oscillator problem will be a universally
valid approximation for any weak coupling. The approximate correctness of the power-flow proportionality resull follows antomatically.

Thus we can obtain leading-

order approximations to the power-flow proportionality
constant in various models of weak coupling, from the,
results of the computer algebra used above for the
problem of two oscillators coupled via a third.
Before doing this, we note a further important point
about the range of applicability of results obtained from
the general two-oscillator calculation.
If in a real
problem our coupling has insufficient degrees of freedom to be treated statistically as a subsystem in its

ownright, then weare surelyjustifiedin allowingfor
only one degree of freedom in this coupling when investigating power flow: the probability of more than one
coupling degree of freedom being Simultaneously im-

portant (whenthere are not manyof thesedegreesof
freedom in total) will be small, and the approximation
made in neglecting these additional degrees of freedom

will be unimportant in comparisonwith other approximations we need to make in deriving a statistical model. Thus we can regard values of the proportionality
constant derived from the two-oscillator problem as being valid approximations for any type of weak coupling

permitted within our general model. (We discuss later
in this section the major type of weak coupling which is
not contained in this model. )

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of a chain of finite-degreeof-freedom subsystems coupled together through finite-degreeof-freedom coupling networks. This is a generalization of the
case illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Thus we calculate from the computedexpressions for
integrated admittances, leading-order approximations
to the proportionality constant in various cases of weak
coupling. First let us be reminded of the notation in
the two-oscillator problem. Figure 4 illustrates this.
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proportionalfly
constant.
s In addition
to thefirst term,
whichis dominated
by resonant
coupling(k0•).•), we
ap

have a nonresonant term which is proportional to the
mass m of the coupling degree of freedom but independent of frequency. Since only the first term has been

frequency

consideredpreviously, conventionalSEA assumesall
power flow in weakly coupled systems to be dominated
by resonant coupling. We now see that this is not ne-

Aq

A

cessarily

FIG. 4. Notation for the problem of power flow between two
oscillators coupled through a third.

the case.

The second type of weak coupling which is easy to discuss arises when the mass m becomes very large compared with other masses in the system. Collecting
dominant-order terms in m yields

l/%q-- .,[(•,'/a,,•%)+ (Xo'/a,'•.)].

(54)

In this case, we find thatpowerflow doesnot dependto
The first case is the one discussed in the previous sec-

tion: A very large comparedwith the other springs in

leading order on any resonant terms. There is simply
more power transfer, the lower the individual frequen-

the system. Gathering up leading-order terms in A

cies of the blocked modes.

from numeratoranddenominatorof the expression(12)
for apqthenyields

coupling is weak because of large mass, standard SEA'
could give quite the wrong answer by assuming reso-

A2

nant effects

,• + ,x,

Thus for systems in which

to dominate.

The final case of weak coupling which we can usefully

consider is when the couplingsprings •, and a, are both
compared with A, or equivalently that A and m are
(53) weak
both large compared with other springs and masses in

+a,a02
+aqa,
•.

Notice that if we set m = 0 in this expression, it agrees

with the large-A limit of Eq. (38) whichwe calculated
by hand for the case m = 0: this gives useful confirmation of the correctness of the computer algebra. Now
we note an interesting difference from the usual SEA

--

- Xq)+

(a-

+

the system but are comparable with each other. This
enables us to see the effect of coupling resonance on the
power flow. Collecting lowest-order terms in a• and

a,, or equivalentlyhighest-order terms in .4 andm taken together, yields

(aao+

(55)

'
I

and that all coordinates in each subsystem have the

where

a

(56)

same energy, Ei for subsystem1 and E2 for subsystem
2. We then supposefor simplicity that only subsystem

is the squared frequency of the coupling oscillator. We
now see that power flow is not dominated by resonance
of the two subsystem degrees of freedom with each other, but rather by resonance of each separately with the
coupling degree of freedom. This is not especially surprising, and it perhaps sheds light on the nonresonant
terms found in th• preceding two cases, in which a

I is directly excited, with band-limited white noise hay~
ing a flat spectrum between frequencies coand co+ B.
This means that the total power flow into coordinate q of

tendedto infinity and zero, respectively. The fact that

where the sum is over coordinates p of subsystem !

conventional SEA needs modification to cope with reso-

whose resonant frequencies lie within the hand of exci-

nances
in thecoupling
hasbeenmentioned
previously,
s

tation. Thus the total power flow HI2 from subsystem 1
to subsystem 2 within this frequency band is approxi-

but little appears to have been said about how such modifications shouldbe made. Equation (55) provides a
preliminary answer to this question.
Having obtained approximate proportionality constants
for a variety of weak-coupling configurations and found

thatthesedepartsignificantlyfrom the conventional
SEA expressions, we can ask whether these differences
are directly observable, 'and how they affect SEA modeling of real systems. We first try the usual SEA pro-

subsystem 2 is approximately

(57)

mately.

-- -

P

(58)

summing over modes q of subsystem 2 lying within the

excitation band. Assuming that couplingsa• and dissipation factors ,xi are constantfor each separate subsystem in the band of interest makes these summations
easier, since it leaves ouly the frequency dependence of

cedure, andapplyto Eqs. (53)-(55) a set of sweeping

apetO consider. If we finaliy assume that the frequen-

assumptionswhich enable us to generate simple statistical predictions. We suppose that the driving forces on

cies of resonance of the two subsystems are independent

the various coordinates are statistically
1705

independent,
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random vattables, uniformly probable (in an ensembleaverage sense) over the band in question, with densities
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Pt and •,

respectively, we can approximate the sum-

mations in Eq. (58) by integrals to give

The nonresonant terms in some of the expressions for
•,a are telling us something, but we have just seen that
the usual SEA procedure is not appropriate for revealing the message.

It is not hard, however, to see what

that message is, at least in qualitative terms.

One

t•trticular problem with expressionslike Eq. (63) is

where

• • = x•

(60)

•d we now re•ard • as a continuousfunction of •

•d

Equation(59) represent• the no•m• SEA approach,
•d if is v•id for the norm• SEA ty• of pro•rtionality co•tant •, exempl•ied by •e first term of Eq.

of total power flow on both these parameters is conrained in a single function of frequency, a convenient
representation of which is the cumulative curve of power transfer between the two subsystems as a function of
frequency; that is, the indefinite integral with respect

(53). Under our approximationswe can replace all occurencesof • and • in •at term by •, e•ept in •e
difference •- •. We can •en do the • intecral
stra•hEorwar•y

that they appear to treat • and B as separate variables.
However, in fact 611 information about the dependence

[o obtain

to frequency of the power transfer function. This curve
is monotonically increasing since energy always flows
from the directly excited subsystem to the indirectly
excited one, at each individual frequency, so we are in-

legrating a strictly positive function. From such a
curve, we can read off the power transfer for any given
band of noise driving one subsystem, as the difference
between

where at •d az are the values of a• and % appropriate
• subsystemI and 2, res•cfively (assumedconst•t

for eachsubsystem).Nowthe integrandof the • integral is approximately inde•ndent of •,

so •t

the fi-

n• approximation to Hx=is

•

the values

of the function

at the extremities

of

the band in question. Thus the question we should ask
about the three forms of weak coupling discussed above
is what shape this curve should have in each case. We
would expect to obtain curves of the general form indi-

catedin Fig. 5. For springcoupling[Fig. 5(a)], the

• ptpz(=/4•z)(a•z•
•/A•)(E,- gz),

(62)

whicha•rees wi• Eq. (3.2.9) of Lyon.s

curve is more or less straight, so that power flow is
roughly the same for a band of a given width with any

centerfrequency. For masscoupling[Fig. 5(b)], on

However, if we were to carry out similar inteffrations

the other hand, the power flow for a given bandwidth in-

•e other term of Eq. (53) we would obtain an erro-

creases as the center frequency of the band is reduced.

•

neous•swer, a contribution
to •2 •o•r•o•l

to Bz,

For resonantcoupling[Fig. 5(c)], as mightbe expected,

since t•s second term is independentof fr•uency.

the power flow is greatest in the vicinity of the resonant

The

frequency of the coupling.

answer

would

be

This description can be put on a quantitative basis,
A'

(a3)

but we do not go into it further here since it requires a
slightly different approach to the one we are discussing:
we were only just able to do the integrals to infinity, so

We can see t•t this makes no sere: in •e appro•ma•on B <<• which we have mad% we are o•y endfled to
rein

terms linear in B since we have •ready

line•izig

made

assumptions. This does not mean that •e

second term is necessarily negligible, •t

in, estes that

we have made inconsistent appro•mations.

lem is t•t

The prob-

in deriving •q. (60) we •ve t•en the val-

ues o• a•, c•culated by •tegrati•

•rom zero to iEinit•

over ir•uency,
and have used these values to approximate the •nd-limit•
integrals from • to • + B. This

is •

acceptable approximation for a normal SEA form

(a)

(b)

(c)

of a0, domi•ted by reso•nce of % wi• •,, but is
wro• •or nonresonant•orms of a•; t•e the second

FIG. 5. Cumulative curves of power transfer between two
subsystems through various sorts of weak coupling, as a

•rm

function of frequency w.

of •q.

(53).

Sim•rty• •e expresslosfor a0• in Eq. (54), if integrated in the same way, yields an ineo•istent value o•
•z pro•rtio•l
to •e square of bandwidth since •e integr•d is o•
slyly varying over the ra•e of inte-

gration. The expression(55) for a,,

howler,

yields

a correct appro•mationto Hx•proportionalto log(B)
provided the resoust Ir•uency
the band •er

which we integrate:

of •e coupling lies in
bo•

integrals

are

approximated by reso•nt terms in •is case, so t•t
•wer flow is not strongly deandent on b•dwidth.

Thus total power flow between

two subsystemsin case (a) whendriven with the bandB of
noise as indicated is T. Case (a) refers to weak coupling
through a strong spring. Case (b) refers to weak coupling

througha large mass, andhas a form approximatelya•-a.
Case (c) refers to coupling through a resonator to which the
subsystems are only weakly linked, and power flow is greatest
in the vicinity of the resonant frequency of the coupling. This
way of representing the trends revealed by a statistical analysis in cumulative curves seems particularly useful, since such
curves can be measured directly in some experimental situations, obtaining reasonably smooth curves which can readily
be compared with the predictions.

x
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cannotuse our method to treat finite ranges properly.

approachessuggeststhat one could characterize power

The proportionalflyconstants%• calculatedaboveare

flow in a similar way using any suitable definition o!

not the right starting point. It is interesting to note,

though,that the approachoffers the possibility of mak-

eigenvalueshift ("suitable"meaningonewhich goes to
zero as the couplingbecomesprogressively weaker).

ingusefulSEAestimates(embodied
in suchcumulative

However, this surely does not indicate a direct connec-

curves) for the case when the couplinghas a few reso-

tion between eigenvalue shift and power flow, but rather

nances only, too few to treat statistically but few
enoughthat they can be predicted with reasonable accuracy deterministically. From a knowledge of the character and frequency of each coupling resonance of inter-

a link between eigenvalue shift and an appropriate measure of coupling strength, and a further link between
coupling strength and power flow. It is surely clear

est, one couldpiece togethera curve like Fig. 6, made
up of sectionsof the various kinds shownin Fig. 5.
Such a combination

of statistical

and deterministic

analysis appears to be new in the area of structural vibration, although known to room acousticians. It deserves to be further investigated.

The analysis of power flow betweenweakly coupled
subsystemspresentedin the previous sectionenables
us to link the present approachto another area of ex-

that any sort of weak coupling produces an eigenvalue
shift which increases continuously as the measure of

couplingstrength increases, so that by Taylor's theorem when this measure of coupling is sufficiently small,
the eigenvaine shift is simply proportional to it.
It seems

a futile

exercise

to seek

circumstances

un-

der which the eigenvalue-shift formula remains a valid
approximation for strong coupling, as has been sug-

istingworkonSEA. If we combinethe expression(69.)
for powerflow in thecasem= 0 with expression(45)for

gested. Whether this is ever the case will depend
strongly on details of the model in use, in a way which
will be hard to assess in any practical problem. In any
case, it is extremely doubtful whether eigenvalue shift

the shift in eigenvalue caused by the coupling, we obtain

can ever. form the basis for a useful method of deter-

plPiB#A
(dlA
•02(Ei
--El) ,

(64)

mining the average power-flow proportionallty constant
in SEA modeling. SEA is only of use in frequency regions where the modes of the structure are quite dense.

where •x•o1 is the shift in angular frequency of a typical

modeof subsystemI as the blockingconstraintis relaxed, anda•o2 is the same thingfor subsystem2.
This is identical in form to an expression due to New-

land,
TM
whichhasbeenfurtherdiscussed
subsequently.
li
Equation(64) differs from Newland'sformula by a factor 2, but the two resnits do not really refer to the
same siSration: we are discussing eigenvalue shift between a system blocked in our manner and the coupled
system, whereas Newland treats eigenvalue shift be-

tweendecottpled(i.e., separated)subsystemsandsubsystems blocked in the Lyon manner.

This qualitative agreement betweentwo quite different

Now, if one changes the system in some way and tries
to identify the average eigenvaine shift, one has first to
trace which mode of the changed system corresponds to
each mode one of the original system. Since high
modes are notoriously sensitive to small changes in
structure, this is a nontrivial exercise. Even then the
eigenvalue shift will be very small and thus hard to
measure with useful accuracy. Thus while it may be
barely possible to make the method work in a controlled
laboratory experiment, it is unlikely to be feasible in
the field.

We close this section by noting the one important type
of weak coupling between structural subsystems which
does not fit naturally into our general model. This is

couplingvia a large impedance discontinuity. Such coupling can, of course, be included in finite-degree-of-

:/

FIG. 6. Qualitative indication of the sort of cumulative curve

of powertransfer to be expectedwhenthe couplingnetwork
has a few (three in this case) resonances in the region of interest. The coupling resonances are indicated by dotted lines.

freedom models and thus discussed in terms of potential, kinetic, and dissipation matrices as we have done.
The

reason

it does not fit into our model

is that it needs

a different type of blocking to separate the subsystems

FIG. 7. The simplest example of coupling of
subsystems through and impodance jump. The
impedance of oscillator "2" is much higher
than that of oscillator

"1 ."

Suchcurves couldbe predicted by a combinationof statistical

aualysisof the subsystems
anddeterministicanalysisof the
coupling,andcouldrepresenta usefulextensionof normal
SEA to copewith suchcases of couplingwith insufficient resonsrices to be treated statistically.
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in a natural way, and thus provide the appropriate coor-

pling to define precisely what is meant by the separate

dinates for a discussionof power flow due to coupling.
The essential thing about the method of blocking which

subsystems.

we havediscussed
is thatby performingoneaction(iramobilizing one or more coupling degrees of freedom)
we block all subsystems simultaneously. By contrast,
for impedance-jump coupling the most natural way of
"blocking" the subsystemson either side of the coupling
involves doing two different things to the two subsystems. We can best illustrate by an example. Figure 7
showsthe simplest mass-and-spring example of this
type of coupling: a high-impedance oscillator with a
lower-impedance one sitting on top of it. Now the natural way to describe oscillator 2 alone is to remove
oscillator 1, while the natural way to describe oscilla-

tor 1 aloneis to iramobilize oscillator 2. This separation describes, of course, what happensto the normal
modes of the coupled system as the impedance difference tends to infinity. This in turn is precisely the limit in which the coupling we consider goes to zero, and it

We have considered coupling such that an appropriate
method of blocking consists of iramobilizing one or
more parts of the structure: coupling of plates through
substantial ribs would represent a typical example. An
important effect of such blocking is that it removes
some degrees of freedom from the system, and in order
to describe properly the vibration of the complete, coupled system we must restore these degrees of freedom.
This enables us to take account readily of a variety of

different types of coupling, including coupling through a

structure (suchas the rib separatingthe plates mentioned above) which exhibits a small number of resonant
frequencies itself in the frequency range of interest.
This appears to represent an advance of the convention-

al SEA approach. Degrees of freedom in the coupling
are not explicitly taken into account in that conventional
approach, so that if a coupling structure does not have

the

enough resonances to be treated as a statistical subsystem in its own right, it cannot usefully be treated at all.

This asymmetric blocking appropriate to impedancejump coupling is essentially the blocking used exclu-

We first sought conditions under which the power-flow
proportionaltry relation is exactly satisfied. We were
able to reproduce the well-known results of Lyon and

is in this sense

that we can claim

to have described

most natural form of "blocking."

sively by previousworkers in the field (e.g., LyonS).
Since impedance-jumpcouplingwas especially important for the early applications of SEA, this may have
been a sensible direction for the early theory to take.

However, it leads to difficulties in presenting a general
theory which is entirely convincing, and it is precisely

by gettingawayfrom it to the Simpler, symmetric
blocking that we have been able to give a reasonably
simple account of the fundamentals of SEA for situations
where such blocking is appropriate. Our account is
thus in some ways complementary to the existing literature, since problems best suited to the traditional
treatment are not included here, while precisely those
questions which present difficulties to the traditional

approach(e. g., resonancesin the coupling)are easily
dealt with here. The question of whether an analysis
similar to the one presented above can be usefully per-

formed for weak couplingvia impedancejumps is not
pursued further at present.

Maidanik
2 for twocoupledoscillatorsandof Lyonand
Scharton
3 for manyidenticaloscillators,in bothcases
much more simply than the original derivations. We
were also able to provide a significant extension of Lyon

and Maidanik's result to the general case of two oscillators coupled through any conservative network. The
propor[tonality result remains exactly true in that case:
We were then able to show that the proportionaltry result
is not exactly true when we allow for more than two oscillators, so that to make further progress one has to
seek approximate results.
The most obvious approximations one can make are of
weak coupling in some sense, and of small damping
compared to the potential and kinetic energies of the

subsystems. A discussionof the various possible types
of weak coupling within ou• formulation revealed that

the case of two oscillators coupledthrougha third represents a useful approximation to several different

VI. CONCLUSIONSAND DIRECTIONS OF FURTHER

types of weak coupling, while one important type (coupling via an impedancejump) is not readily allowedfor

WORK

within our general model.

We have given a self-contained, systematic account of

someof thecircumstances
underwhichtherateof power flow between two subsystemsof a complicated structure is proportional to the difference of "temperature,"
or mean kinetic energy per vibration mode, between

thosesubsystems.This proportionaltry
resultforms
the basis of the SEA approach to vibration analysis of
the structure.

We have found that the most natural

con-

text in which to study the proportionaltry result is between pairs of coordinateswhich correspond to normal

For the cases which we

couldtreat, we obtainedexpressionsfor the expected
proportionaltry constant, and these expressionsyield
interesting predictions which differ in some ways from
traditional SEA predictions. These predictions concern
the expected total power flow between two subsystems

when excitedwith random noisewith a flat spectrum
within a limited bandwidth. Three types of weak coupling were described, which can be characterized as
spring coupling, mass coupling, and resonant coupling.

The effect on power flow of the three typeswas ilfus-

modes of the subsystems when blocked (isolated) in an
appropriate way. Our approach differs somewhat from

trated qualitatively in Fig. 5. Further study of the
implications for SEA modeling strategy of the forms of
power-flow proportionaltryconstantsarising from these

that taken by previous workers in the field, particularly in the treatment of coupling between subsystems, and
hence in the appropriate method of blocking this cou-

forms of couplingis desirable. Of the new effects, the
"doubly-resonanff'behavior arising from resonancesin
the couplingstructure is fairly readily allowedfor, but
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the "long-range"effectsof nonresonantterms are much

work needs to be done on how the analysis is modified

moreawkward. (By"long-range"we meanthata given

by a more thoroughtreatment of damping, aridby a relaxation of other special assumptionsmade to simplify

mode in one subsystem communicates energy at a significant rate not only to modes of the other subsystem
which are close to it in frequency, but also to more distant ones. ) Possibly these effects can be included in a
SEA model of a structure in a similar way to that used

the initial study. It is hoped that such further studies
will extend the analysis given here to a complete and
theoretically satisfactory base for all SEA modeling of
structural

vibration.

by Crockeret al. is whomodeledtransmissionloss
through a partition separating two rooms with some
success using SEA. They incorporated the nonreso-

nant"mass law" contributionto the couplingof the
rooms in their model as a separate pathway from the
resonant "coincident"

transmission.

Our nonresonant

terms in Eqs. (51) and (52) a/so represent"mass law"
coupling in a sense, although the argument justifying
the normal mass law for sound transmission through
partitions is not at all relevant to us.
If the new effects can be thus successfully inctuded in
SEA models of structures, the next question to address
is how they influence the statistical behavior of the SEA

estimates. After all, an estimate, to be useful, needs
to carry some error bounds.

Such bounds have been

discussed
by Lyon
s for conventional
SEAmodeling,and
this discussion

new effects.

would have to be extended

to include

the

One qualitative result which we can im-

mediately anticipate is that coupling resonances, while
they can be treated as described above, will tend to increase the variance with respect to the SEA estimate of
the mean, since the statistical fluctuations of the real
system compared with the simple assumptions which we
have made will have more effect in the doubly resonant
case than in the usual SEA' model.

As well as studyingthe results of the analysis presented here, there is more work to do on refining that

analysis. We have made a number of sweepingassump-

tions in the courseof the study (althoughno more so
thanpreviousworkers in the field), andit is important
to know how much effect these assumptions have.
Probably the most important of these is the very special
form assumed for the dissipation function. While it
may be acceptable when damping is small to treat it in
a cavalier way, damping is not always small in structures to which we would like to apply SEA. Indeed, the
prediction of the effect of high-damping treatment applied to certain parts of a structure is an entirely appropriate question to ask of a SEA model Thus more
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